Abstract:Optical observations from a ground-based astrometric instrument provide a unique set nf data sensitive to variations of local plnmb line, which represent the change of local gravitational field on the ground. The local gravitational change conld be caused by density variation or movement of underground mass in addition to tidal action. Earthquake was found to be related with gravitational change. A seismic zone conld have abnormal underground material density, causing the variation of plume line on the ground. In this frame, the astrometric telescope can measure the variation of local plumb line by observing the local astronomical longitudes and latitudes from stars in the Hipparcos catalog.
Introduction
Relationship between gravity change and earthquake has drawn much attention since the discovery of earthquakerelated gravity changes in the 1960s 11 ·'l. Earthquake- [20] and technology of instrument should continue to help improve the accuracy of PL V measurement.
In such a situation , we have tried to study the relationship between the PL V and a potential earthquake zone theoretically. In this paper, we estimate the deflection angle of the plumb line at a site caused by abnormal undergrouod material density on the basis of gravitational equation, and give a relation between the angle , abnormal mass and station distance ( depth and horizontal distance) in section 2. We also estimate the abnormal mass of the potential seismic zones with different energies ( or magnitude ) , using thermodynamic relations in section 3. By using the deflection angles of plumb lines observed at two sites , we give a method to calculate the mass and the center of gravity of undergronnd materials in section 4. In section 5, we introduce the structure of a new instrument and its measuring method for getting high accurate astrometric observations. Finally, in section 6, we summarize the main results and present the conclusions. We consider nontidal PLV variation only, because the tidal part can be subtracted from the data.
Estimation of plumbline variation
We assume that the volume aod density of the blob uoder study are V and p , the abnormal mass is given by 
We take some typical values: D = 100 kmD 10 and 1 , we obtain the energy of the blob as (5) where K 0 and V 0 are the isothermal bulk modulus and volume of the blob respectively, and e is the stress 
where M = p 0 V 0 , and we obtain VIV 0 = 4MIM + 1.
Usually the volume deformation is small in the crust, and thus is a small amount. We obtain (7) or (8) There is an empirical relationship between the energy radiated by an earthquake and its magnitude as log 10 Es = 4. 8 + 1. 5Ms (9) where energy Es is expressed in Joule, and Ms is the 
The above conversion is needed theoretically, but the difference is very small for a distance of several hun- 
where (18 
Gt1M(D +L,,,) 2£,,, =gfJ,
where the deflection angles of 9 1 and (J 2 are : 9 1 =
We then obtain the solutions of the above equations :
where 
